
The magical place that takes you to 

different places 
One bright ,wispy day, I Max woke up with a thought that on the way to school 

I would have wondered into this magical place with my friend .So that morning 

,when I was on the way to school, I heard footsteps approaching and seeing a 

ghostly stooped figure, but the figure was disguised in the  shadows of the 

bushes nearby .  The person, unidentified, I took from my galaxy bag, my torch 

and flashed it at the shadowy figure, realising it was Clyde. 

After Clyde questioned me," How did you know I was there?" I replied proudly 

saying, "Because I can tolerate your silly pranking." 

On the way to school Clyde told me, "I know a shortcut.” I responded, " Lead the 

way." Time passing from the walk Clyde told me then that he didn't know what 

he did wrong, but we were lost. I thought of an idea to go inside the unknown 

place which was near the bus stop and we rushed into the building. 

Unsurprisingly, we were teleported to this terrifying world it was so life-

threatening, the greenery trees of the dimension were cloaked in mist; and the 

dark clouds. Me and Clyde then went back through a blue portal in front of us. 

Clyde asked if we could go back into the place to see if you could go somewhere 

else adventurous. I told him,” Yes but if it will waste us some time, we have to 

rush back to get back in time for school." We both stepped inside of the 

teleporting building that then took us to a lovely place which seemed absurd to 

me. The sun blazed from the vivid blue sky; the clouds were drifting across the 

sky, so Clyde asked if we could stay a bit longer. I replied "Yes but only for a little 

bit" as Clyde's joyous shout echoed across the hills.  We explored the wonderful 

place; we saw a blazing carpet of beaming bluebells and trees bursting with 

blossom and melodic singing of the birds. We decided to call the song they sang 

'the dancing of the birds’. Clyde peered through the thorn bushes after we heard 

a heart pound, we saw widening eyes and uncontrollable breath just like a dog. 

Clyde asked with innocent eyes at me that if he can keep the unowned dog with 

us. I replied" yes, "because in my point it was the cutest dog ever. With a silent 

cheer he asked, "What shall we call the dog for now?" I thoughtfully told him, 

"How about Lucy?" Clyde complimented, "That is a wonderful, so her name is 

Lucy." I said, "Come let's go to the mall over there. "So, we marched towards the 

mall. When we got there it, there was a mouth-slobbering chocolate fountain 



pouring like the waterfall called Gaping Gill. Clyde woke up from his, then 

decided to entered a clothing shop called 'Style' as a miracle happened   that 

they were on in time for school for maths feeling gleeful. 
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